Emotions are central to our daily lives and are at the root of disorders such as anxiety, depression, drug abuse, and cardiovascular disease. The importance of understanding the emotional brain has motivated hundreds of neuroimaging studies in healthy humans and patients with psychological disorders. But there has been a pressing need to identify neural signatures that predict emotional experiences in individuals in order to translate brain-imaging data into clinical applications.
researchers found that removing individual subnetworks from the PINES resulted in only negligible decreases in performance. The findings demonstrate that no specific subsystem is either necessary or sufficient for predicting negative emotion.
Finally, the researchers determined whether the PINES is specific to negative emotion and is not driven simply by general arousal. To do so, they compared the PINES to their previously reported neurologic pain signature (NPS)-a brain map that predicts the intensity of thermal pain. Similar to the PINES, the NPS was generated by a combination of fMRI and machinelearning algorithms. Comparison of the two signatures revealed that the experiences of negative emotion and pain are predicted by distinct patterns of neural activity. The PINES accurately predicted negative emotion but showed no response to increasing pain intensity. Conversely, the NPS responded robustly to increasing pain but showed no response to increasing negative emotion.
Taken together, the results suggest that the neural signature predicting negative emotion spans multiple brain systems and cannot be boiled down to a single network or a few brain regions that are traditionally associated with negative emotion. Therefore, the study calls into question theories that have treated emotion as an isolated experience that is localizable to a specific neural system. By providing an alternative, more nuanced model for the brain representation of emotion, the findings have broad implications for future attempts to identify biomarkers for mental health disorders.
